
WORST TRAVEL EXPERIENCE+ESSAY

I asked some travel bloggers about their bad travel experiences. When I asked, â€œ What's the worst thing that's
happened to you on a trip?â€• I received some awful.

This happened right at our stop, so I quickly exited the subway car. Talk Travel is stressful and the holidays
are even more stressful. Abraham Lincoln once said, "The best way to predict your future is to create it. There
are horror stories about the dangers of driving through Honduras at night, which was now inevitable, adding to
our worries. The sandstorm raged on. If violence erupts, leave immediately. We trekked into the Guatemalan
jungle and hiked to the top of one of the highest pyramids. Our guide had arrived. Lesson learned: Seek
medical attention early before things worsen. Next thing I knew a mass nearly the size of my fist was building
up and I was walking with a limp. I looked closely at the shelf and noticed there was a small hole, just big
enough for a ring to slip through. And things only got worse as the sailboat tipped to what seemed like degree
angles and it all made for a completely sleepless night unsuccessfully trying not to fall out of our bed in
between vomit sessions. And yes, we were stuck in the elevator, on Christmas Day, for over an hour â€” me
and two little kids. Finally, the fire department came and broke us out of the elevator. So we were thrilled to
see dozens of them who were all fearless in getting nice and close to us. Travel insurance is worthwhile for
international trips. Men were constantly trying to pick me up. When we got back to our hostel, we saw a sign
on the wall that said to be weary of groups of well dressed, young women and described exactly what had
happened to us! But the frustration and anger would settle on them and envelope them. This dependance is a
good reason the Canadian government decided to join the agreement. It was a day of disappointments. Lessons
learned: Make bus reservations in advance during high season in Mexico. That was A Bad Journey. This was
NOT the culprit. Lessons learned: If horrendous weather strikes, try to marvel at the unique spectacle rather
than let it ruin your day. We all dosed up on plenty of sea-sickness medication on the latter rough nights which
kept spewing to a minimum. I know ISIS has no mercy, so we quickly found a local bus to hop on and escape
this tense situation. Our camels were there. So when visiting friends in Cabo del Gata, I got a brief minute
lesson using their rental car. First, my boss was noticeably friendlier to people who she liked. Lessons learned:
For rough seas on a small boat, just take the damn seasickness pills. I showed her my credit card to display my
name. Today was the day my mom comes back from Doctors. There were only a few minutes for the train to
leave, yet there was no hope of reaching the ticket window. A sandstorm? But to add insult to injury, an hour
later, an earthquake abruptly woke us up! It was a horrible couple of days though. I have never been on a roller
coaster, but everyone else in my family loves them. Silver lining: Hanging out with these primates was still
pretty awesome. You can read the whole drama in the links above!


